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can conventional methods
find correspondences?

Akzeptable Genauigkeit für größere
Organe (Leber, Milz, Nieren)
zu ungenau für kleinere Strukturen

Dice / Volumenüberlapp

Fortgeschrittene Verfahren der medizinischen Bildverarbeitung
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*Xu: "Evaluation of Six Registration Methods for the Human Abdomen on Clinically Acquired CT" TBME 2016
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More registration tasks hard to solve with DL
large initial misalignment and diﬀerent contrast
limited field of view in ultrasound
➞ 3/3 DL-approaches failed (last places)
open for participation:
https://curious2019.grand-challenge.org

ultrasound guided brain tumour
surgery (MNI McGill)
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Large deformations with discrete displacements
P Fischer, et al.: "FlowNet: Learning Optical Flow with Convolutional Networks" CVPR 2015
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Multi-stage / multi-resolution architecture

D Sun et al.: "PWC-Net: CNNs for Optical Flow
Using Pyramid, Warping, and Cost Volume"
CVPR 2018
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Multi-stage / multi-resolution architectures
multi-stage with recurrent network
C. Qin et al.: "Joint Learning of Motion Estimation and
Segmentation for Cardiac MR Image Sequences"
MICCAI 2018

Fig. 2. Visualization results for simultaneous prediction of motion estimation and segmentation. Myocardial motions are from ED to other time points. Please refer to supplementary material for a dynamic video of a cardiac cycle.
Fig. 1. The overall schematic architecture of proposed network for joint estimation of
cardiac motion and segmentation. (a) The proposed Siamese style multi-scale recurrent
motion estimation branch. (b) The segmentation branch which shares the joint feature
encoder with motion estimation branch. The architecture for feature encoder is adopted
from VGG-16 net before FC layer. Both branches have the same head architecture as
the one proposed in [4], and the concatenation layers of motion estimation branch are
from last layers at diﬀerent scales of the feature encoder. For detailed architecture,
please refer to supplementary material.

some recent work on CT lung registration
using multi-resolution networks
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online)
network [5,9,11] which eﬀectively encodes optical flow to describe motion, here
the estimated motion fields
we propose a novel Siamese style multi-scale recurrent network for estimating the
cardiac motion of MR image sequences without supervision eﬀort. A schematic
illustration of the model is shown in Fig. 1(a).
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How well does the discrete FlowNet work for surgical tools?

no registration: copy segmentation
from previous frame

-

FlowNet registration: transformed
segmentation + estimated flow field

in general reasonable performance
for 2D+t surgical videos (despite large
motion due to low sampling frequency)
but fine-tuning is expected to yield
more accurate motion tracking
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How does the discrete correlation layer work?
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Three building blocks of DL discrete registration
fixed 2D slice IF
3D features f(IF)

2) Correlation Layer
dense displacements, coarse grid
no trainable weights
➞ 4D dissimilarity tensor D

4) Spatial transform

1) Feature CNN
shared, fine grid
deformable conv.
moving 2D slice IM

dim: 1-3

dim: 1-3

non-local probabilistic label
loss + diffusion regularisation

𝝋

dim: 4-6

3D features f(IM)
not all search windows shown

learn to compute good features
➞ only this part is trained

dim: 4-6

3) Min-Convolution &
Mean-field inference
for spatial label smoothness, acts
on dimensions 1-2 and 3-4 resp.

correlation layer: sliding
window in moving image,
compute SSD ➞ 4D tensor

regularisation (not trained)
➞ probabilistic map /
transform

➞ decouple feature/metric learning from regularisation, robust to small training dataset
weakly supervised loss (not correspondences but segmentation labels)
Heinrich: Closing the Gap between Deep and Conventional Image Registration using Probabilistic Dense Displacement Networks MICCAI 2019
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Dense Sampling of Displacement Space
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Implementation details
pytorch correlation layer implementation (here for 2D)
scale_factor = 4; disp_range = 11; disp_hw = (disp_range-1)//2; B,C,H,W = feat_fixed.size()
feat_mov_unfold = F.unfold(feat_mov.transpose(1,0),(disp_range, disp_range),padding=disp_hw)
ssd_distance = ((feat_fixed.view(C,1,-1) - feat_mov_unfold)**2).sum(0).view(1, disp_range**2,H,W)

regularisation (approx. min-conv and mean field) no trainable weights
pad1 = nn.ReplicationPad2d(5); pad2 = nn.ReplicationPad2d(6)
avg1 = nn.AvgPool2d(5,stride=1); max1 = nn.MaxPool2d(3,stride=1)
minconv = nn.Sequential(pad1,avg1,avg1,max1); meanfield =

nn.Sequential(pad2,avg1,avg1,avg1);

ssd_minconv = -minconv(-ssd_distance.permute(0,2,3,1).reshape(1,-1,disp_range,disp_range))

11
cost = meanfield(ssd_minconv.permute(0,2,3,1).view(1,-1,H,W))
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Some visual examples for abdominal CT

fixed scan + GT fixed seg.

moving scan + GT fixed seg.

fixed scan + warped mov. seg. warped mov. scan + GT fix. seg.
12

fixed scan + warped mov. seg. warped
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hands-on: kaggle.com/mattiaspaul/learn2reg-tutorial
we created a 2D dataset based on the TCIA pancreas (Roth/Summers) abdominal CT
➞ compensated through-plane deformations using deeds keep in-plane diﬀerences

corresponding segmentations are available to evaluate / train with supervision (Eli Gibson)

➞ Switch to Kaggle Notebook
Outlook 3D: github.com/multimodallearning/pdd_net
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